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Abstract
Collinear double-pulse seeding of the High-Gain Harmonic Generation (HGHG) process in a free-
electron laser (FEL) is a promising approach to facilitate various coherent nonlinear spectroscopy
schemes in the extreme ultraviolet (XUV) spectral range. However, in collinear arrangements using
a single nonlinear medium, temporally overlapping seed pulses may introduce nonlinear mixing
signals that compromise the experiment at short time delays. Here, we investigate these effects in
detail by extending the analysis described in a recent publication (Wituschek et al., Nat. Com-
mun., 11, 883, 2020). High-order fringe-resolved autocorrelation and wave packet interferometry
experiments at photon energies > 23 eV are performed, accompanied by numerical simulations. It
turns out that both the autocorrelation and the wave-packet interferometry data are very sensitive
to saturation effects and can thus be used to characterize saturation in the HGHG process. Our
results further imply that time-resolved spectroscopy experiments are feasible even for time delays
smaller than the seed pulse duration.
∗ andreas.wituschek@physik.uni-freiburg.de
† lukas.bruder@physik.uni-freiburg.de
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I. INTRODUCTION
The extension of coherent nonlinear spectroscopy techniques to the extreme ultravio-
let (XUV) and x-ray spectral regimes would allow the study of photoinduced dynamics in
real-time with unprecedented temporal resolution and site/chemical selectivity [1–3]. How-
ever, for this development, the generation and control of phase-locked XUV/x-ray pulse
sequences and selective background-free detection of weak nonlinear signals is essential [4].
Background-free detection was demonstrated in four wave mixing (FWM) studies involving
XUV excitation [5–7]. However, non-collinear beam geometries are limited by mechanical
instabilities which impedes precise interferometric measurements of electronic coherences in
the XUV spectral range. The use of diffractive optics can avoid instabilities, but restricts
the possibility to control pulse delays [8]. In addition, due to the detection of photons, the
overall sensitivity of FWM schemes is limited by stray light.
On the other hand, phase-locking in XUV pulse trains was achieved in a few experi-
ments [9–13]. However, these experimental schemes mostly lack the capability for selective
background-free detection of nonlinear signals, e.g. the third order polarization.
We have recently implemented a phase-modulation technique for XUV pulses, which, for
the first time, simultaneously achieved phase-locking and strong background suppression due
to lock-in detection [14]. This allowed us to follow the coherent evolution of XUV wave pack-
ets with high time resolution and sensitivity. To this end, we performed twin-seeding [15]
of the High-Gain Harmonic Generation (HGHG) process with phase-modulated ultravio-
let (UV) seed pulse pairs at the FERMI free-electron laser (FEL). The phase-modulation
technique was originally developed for electronic wave-packet interferometry (WPI) studies
with near-infrared lasers [16]. In this method, information about the coherent evolution of
an electronic wave packet is gained by monitoring incoherent ‘action’ signals [16–18]. In
addition, quasi phase-cycling and phase-sensitive lock-in detection of the action signals is
introduced, which permits rotating-frame detection and pathway selection while having all
the benefits from a collinear beam geometry, e.g. easy implementation and maximum in-
terference contrast. The quasi phase-cycling enables flexible signal selection protocols, for
instance to design highly sensitive probes for interparticle interactions [19] or to perform
coherent multidimensional spectroscopy in the gas phase [20, 21].
The implementation of XUV phase modulation via double-pulse seeding of HGHG has
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the advantage of avoiding the technical challenge of direct XUV pulse manipulation [22].
Instead, timing and phase properties of the seed pulses can be controlled to high precision
acting on the UV pulses on the optical table [15, 23]. However, when the two seed pulses
begin to overlap temporally, interference leads to nonlinear mixing in the HGHG process,
which has an impact on the measured WPI signals.
In this work we investigate in detail the signal contributions during temporal overlap of
twin-pulse seeding HGHG at the FERMI FEL. We record fringe-resolved high-order inter-
ferometric autocorelation traces and investigate experimentally and theoretically the com-
petition of nonlinear mixing signals with the linear response of excited He atoms at 23.7 eV.
We find that the phase modulation method is capable of extracting the system’s response
even for temporally overlapping seed pulses, however saturation occurring during the HGHG
process leads to strong depletion of the WPI signal.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
A. Phase-modulated wave-packet interferometry
We use the technique of phase-modulated WPI to track the coherent evolution of XUV
electronic wave packets in helium atoms. In this method, each pulse of the XUV pulse-pair
prepares an electronic wave packet: a coherent superposition between the electronic ground
state |g〉 and an excited state |e〉 [see Fig. 1 b)]. The evolution of the wave packet is recorded
as a function of the inter pulse delay τ by monitoring the excited state population. We
imprint a low frequency beat Ω21 = Ω2 − Ω1 of a few Hz on the relative phase φ21 = Ω21t
of the seed pulses, using two acousto-optical modulators (AOMs) driven at distinct, phase-
locked radio frequencies Ωi. This leads to a nΩ21t-modulation of the relative phase of the
nth order FEL harmonic [14] and consequently to a modulation in the WPI signal in the
laboratory time frame:
S(τ, t) ∝ 1 + cos(ωegτ + nΩ21t), (1)
where ωeg denotes the transition frequency from the ground to the excited state.
At the same time, the seed interferometer is monitored with a single-frequency 266 nm
continuous-wave reference laser, exhibiting the same phase modulation as the fs-pulses and
tracing all timing and phase jitter inside the interferometer. This is used to create an
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Figure 1. Experimental Setup. a) UV seed laser pulses are generated in a monolithic interferometric
setup. The delay is controlled with a delay line (DL) consisting of two movable glass wedges, the
phase φi = Ωit is controlled using acousto-optical modulators (AOMs) driven at distinct radio
frequencies Ωi in phase-locked mode. The interferometer is monitored with a continuous wave
reference laser, whose interference is recorded with a photodiode (PD) and serves as a reference (R)
for lock-in detection. The pulse pair seeds the high-gain harmonic generation process (HGHG) in
the free-electron laser (FEL). The resulting XUV pulse pair enters the experimental chamber, which
is under ultra-high vacuum (UHV). Ions created by IR ionization of the excited He (not shown) are
detected with an ion time-of-flight spectrometer (iTOF). The signal (S) from the detector is mass
gated, amplified and fed into the lock-in amplifier. b) Interaction of a two-level system with two
phase-modulated FEL pulses. c) Principle of harmonic lock-in detection. Harmonics of the reference
signal R are created in the internal electronics of the lock-in amplifier. The signal S is demodulated
with this reference waveform and contributions at a specific harmonic of the modulation frequency
Ω21 = Ω2 − Ω1 are efficiently isolated from the total ion signal.
electronic reference signal, whose mth harmonic is created in the lock-in amplifier
R(τ, t,m) ∝ cos(m(ωrefτ + Ω21t)), (2)
where ωref denotes the reference laser frequency and m = 1, 2, . . . is the harmonic demod-
ulation order. By referencing a lock-in amplifier to the reference signal R(τ, t,m = n), we
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can isolate the quantum interference signal and obtain the demodulated WPI signal
S¯(τ) ∝ cos(n(ωeg − ωref)τ). (3)
The process of harmonic lock-in detection is schematically depicted in Fig. 1 c). Due to
demodulation with the optically generated reference, the majority of the jitter originating
from the interferometer cancels. Furthermore, the fast oscillation frequencies are depending
on the reference laser frequency, which is downshifted to ωeg = n(ωeg − ωref), a technique
called rotating-frame detection. In this work the oscillation frequencies are downshifted
by a factor of 50 - 100. This is particularly beneficial for the XUV spectral regime, as the
electronic oscillation frequencies scale directly with the photo-excitation energy. At the same
time, the impact of timing or phase jitter in the interferometer scales with ωeg instead of
ωeg, which significantly relaxes demands on interferometric stability in the setup. Finally,
the number of data points to sample the oscillation decreases drastically, which is beneficial
whenever the total measurement time is critical. Throughout this manuscript we will label
the different harmonic lock-in demodulation channels with 1ω0, 2ω0,. . . , keeping in mind
that ω0 ≈ 4.75 eV/~ is the seed laser angular frequency.
B. Experimental setup
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1 a). A UV pulse pair (λ = 261 nm, ∆t = 100 fs
FWHM, Epulse = 5-10 μJ per pulse) is generated in a highly stable Mach-Zehnder interfer-
ometer [23]. We control the relative delay between the pulses τ using a pair of movable
fused-silica wedges. The relative phase φ21 between the pulses is controlled with the AOMs.
A continuous wave reference laser is superimposed with the seed laser in the optical inter-
ferometer. Its interference is recorded using a photo-diode and used as the reference signal
for lock-in demodulation.
The pulse pair propagates to the modulator section of the FEL, where it seeds the nth-
order HGHG process (n = 5, 6 in this work). In the regime of temporally well-separated
seed pulses (τ ≥ 1.5∆t = 150 fs), we obtain a clean XUV pulse pair at the nth harmonic
with very precise delay τ and relative phase nφ21 [14]. In this case, an upper delay limit
τ ≤ 1.3 ps is given by the finite length of the electron bunch used for HGHG. When the
seed pulses overlap temporally (|τ | < 150 fs), the situation is different. Here, the nonlinear
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HGHG process introduces a mixing between contributions of either of the two seed pulse
electric fields. This effect is discussed in detail in sections III and IV. The FEL was operated
at 50Hz, in a regime of weak electron beam-modulation, where the XUV harmonic pulse-
duration is expected to be proportional to ∆t/
√
n [24].
Experiments were carried out at the Low-Density Matter (LDM) endstation at FERMI [25].
A helium beam was generated by supersonic expansion through a pulsed nozzle, yielding a
density of ≈ 1013 cm-3 in the interaction region of the ion time-of-flight mass spectrometer.
The focus diameter of the FEL in the interaction volume was 70 μm FWHM. A synchronized
near-IR fs laser, delayed by ≈ 5 ps was used to ionize the excited helium in the WPI experi-
ments [as depicted in Fig. 5 a)] while we ionized helium directly in a one-photon process for
the autocorrelation measurements using a FEL energy above the He ionization potential.
The time-of-flight gated ion yields were amplified and fed into the lock-in amplifier for
processing.
III. HIGH ORDER INTERFEROMETRIC AUTOCORRELATION
Within the temporal overlap region of the seed pulses (|τ | ≤ 1.5∆t ≈ 150 fs) interference
occurs, leading to a non-trivial modulation of the FEL output pulses. To understand this
behaviour we measured linear, fringe-resolved FEL autocorrelations (ACs) at a specific har-
monic (here the sixth harmonic). To this end, He atoms were ionized (IP=24.6 eV) with the
6th FEL harmonic (28.5 eV) in a one photon process. If we assume that the HGHG mech-
anism acts as an ideal sixth order nonlinear process, the linear FEL AC corresponds to the
sixth order AC of the seed laser pulses, which is straight-forward to calculate. Comparison
of the measured ACs to calculations provides valuable insights into the nature of the HGHG
mechanism itself, when seeded with temporally overlapping pulses. A similar study using
second-harmonic generation in nonlinear cystals has been previously reported in Ref. [26].
A. Ideal high-order interferometric autocorrelation
We define the electric field of the seed pulse:
Ei(t) = A(t,∆t) cos [(ω0 + Ωi) t] (4)
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Figure 2. Harmonic generation with temporally overlapping seed-pulse pairs. a) During the sixth-
order HGHG process the XUV radiation at frequency 6ω0 can be created by sum-frequency genera-
tion (SFG) of different fractions of either of the seed pulses, or by direct sixth-harmonic generation
(6HG) of the individual pulses. b) Close-up of the components of the resulting XUV field. The
individual 6HG and SFG contributions to the total XUV field are modulated with different mod-
ulation frequencies and separated in time by increments of τ/6 (see also Eq. 7). Note that the
seed electric field is oscillating at the seed-laser frequency ω0 and all components of the XUV field
are oscillating at the frequency 6ω0. We use the red and blue colors to distinguish the different
modulation frequencies.
where i = 1,2 denotes the branch of the interferometer, ω0 = 4.75 eV/~ is the seed laser
angular frequency and A(t,∆t) is a Gaussian amplitude function with FWHM of ∆t. The
sixth-order interferometric autocorrelation is then given by:
AC(τ) =
∫ ∣∣(E1(t) + E2(t− τ))6∣∣2 dt. (5)
The integrand in Eq. 5 can be expanded after writing
(E1(t) + E2(t− τ))6 =
6∑
k=0
(
6
k
)
E1(t)
6−kE2(t− τ)k. (6)
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With Eq. 4 we can describe each summand of Eq. 6 and obtain:
E1(t)
6−kE2(t− τ)k = A
(
t− kτ/6,∆t/
√
6
)
A
(√
k(6− k)τ,
√
6∆t
)
(7)
× cos [6ω0 (t− kτ/6) + ((6− k)Ω1 + kΩ2) t]
The cases where k = 0 or k = 6 correspond to direct sixth-harmonic generation (6HG) of
the individual pulses in the pulse pair. For all other values of k we obtain sum-frequency
generation (SFG), meaning that the resulting XUV electric field consists of a mixture of
components from both pulses (see Fig. 2 a)). The first term in Eq. 7 shows that the SFG
pulse is shifted in time by increments of kτ/6. The second term describes the decreasing
amplitude of the SFG pulses with increasing delay, indicating that they only occur when
the seed pulses overlap temporally. The last term shows that each component has a distinct
phase signature ((6− k)Ω1 + kΩ2)t. This situation is shown in Fig. 2 b).
Pairwise interference of the summands in Eq. 6 gives rise to the individual contributions
to the total autocorrelation signal AC(τ), ranging from 1ω0 to 6ω0 interference components.
As an example, we calculate one contribution explicitly: the interference between E1(t)6 and
E1(t)
4E2(t− τ)2, neglecting envelope terms in Eq. 7:
AC2ω0(t, τ) ∝
∣∣E1(t)6 + E1(t)4E2(t− τ)2∣∣2 ∝ 1 + cos [2ω0τ − 2Ω21t] (8)
This 2ω0-component is modulated with a frequency of 2Ω21 and oscillates at a frequency of
2ω0 with respect to τ . All other components can be derived in analogy and their modulation
frequencies are summarized in Tab. 1.
Due to its distinct modulation frequency we can isolate the AC2ω0-component in Eq. 8
from the total signal by second-harmonic lock-in detection with the reference R(τ, t, 2). This
yields:
AC2ω0(τ) ∝ cos [2(ω0 − ωref)τ ] (9)
Note, that the fast quantum interferences 2ω0 are downshifted by 2ωref due to the rotating-
frame detection.
The calculated the AC traces at each harmonic of the fundamental frequency ω0 are shown
in Fig. 3 a). However, the HGHG process in the FEL differs from an ideal sixth-order process
leading to modifications of the AC trace, which is discussed in the following subsection.
In the experiment the FEL intensity was reduced using metal filters to avoid saturation
in the ionization yields and in the detection electronics. The AC was recorded for delays
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AC component Mod. freq. AC component Mod. freq.
|E6i + E5i Ej |2 1Ω21 |E5i Ej + E4i E2j |2 1Ω21
|E6i + E4i E2j |2 2Ω21 |E5i Ej + E3i E3j |2 2Ω21
|E6i + E3i E3j |2 3Ω21 |E5i Ej + E2i E4j |2 3Ω21
|E6i + E2i E4j |2 4Ω21 |E5i Ej + EiE5j |2 4Ω21
|E6i + E1i E5j |2 5Ω21 |E4i E2j + E3i E3j |2 1Ω21
|E6i + E6j |2 6Ω21 |E4i E2j + E2i E4j |2 2Ω21
Table I. Summary of all components contributing to the AC signal and their respective modulation
frequency. It is i, j = 1, 2 with i 6= j. For simplicity we omit all coefficients arising from the
exponentiation in Eqs. 5& 6.
ranging from -200 to 200 fs. In analogy to second-harmonic interferometric autocorrelations
where the DC, 1ω0 and 2ω0 contributions can be isolated by Fourier-filtering [27], the 1ω0-
6ω0-contributions were isolated by harmonic lock-in detection. The demodulated signal
for the individual harmonic contributions is shown in Fig. 3 c). In order to understand the
experimental results we performed numerical simulations based on high-order fringe-resolved
autocorrelations including a simplified model of the XUV generation in the HGHG process,
which is described in the following section.
B. FEL amplification and saturation in HGHG
In the following we analyze the modifications occurring to the field envelope during the
harmonic conversion and the following FEL amplification processes, including the correction
due to the onset of saturation. We exclude from our analysis short pulse effects and deep
saturation effects, which would modify the dispersion during the interaction process and
could not be modeled in terms of field amplitudes [28].
In HGHG, the coherent bunching produced through the interaction of the electron beam
with the external seed laser [29] is further amplified by the FEL process occurring in the
long radiator. The FEL output pulse inherits the spectrotemporal properties of the seed
pulse [30]. These properties are preserved when the FEL is operated at low seed intensity
and far from saturation. In case of an excess of seed laser field or of a strong amplification in
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Figure 3. Sixth-order interferometric autocorrelation. Calculation of the 1ω0-6ω0 components of
the 6th-order fringe-resolved AC for a) the unsaturated case of Eq. 5 and b) for the case with the
saturation (Eq. 17). The experimental data as obtained from harmonic lock-in detection is plotted
in c). Note the different range on the y-axes, b) and c) share the same y-axis. Due to rotating-frame
detection the interference fringes appear at much smaller oscillation frequency (≈ 8 fs instead of
145 as, for the 6ω0-component).
the radiator, the FEL amplification process distorts the initial amplitude of the seed pulse.
At the modulation stage, an excess of seed laser electric field leads to overbunching of the
electrons, folding the longitudinal phase space and inducing modifications in the spectrotem-
poral pattern of the resulting FEL pulse [30, 31]. Furthermore, a large seed induces a strong
energy modulation and bunching, and anticipates the saturation process in the amplifier. In
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the temporal overlap region, the seed-laser electric field amplitude is modulated from zero to
twice its initial value, assuming an ideal interference contrast. Therefore the corresponding
seed power in the overlap region can be up to four times larger than the peak power of the
single pulse. This has to be carefully taken into account both at the bunching stage and at
the amplification stage, to predict the output FEL spectrotemporal properties.
The number of coherent electrons produced as a result of the interaction with the seed in
the modulator, after the following dispersive section is determined by the bunching factor
b(t) = e−
1
2
(nB)2 × Jn(nA(t)B) (10)
where Jn is the nth order Bessel function and n is the FEL harmonic. B = kR56σE is
proportional to the seed wavevector k and the strength of the dispersion R56, which is used
to convert the energy modulation of the electron beam into a density modulation. σE is
the relative energy spread of the electron beam and A(t) = ∆E(t)/σE, where ∆E(t) is the
energy modulation produced by the seed laser, and is proportional to the seed laser field
Etot(t). In the case of double-pulse seeding Etot is the superposition of the electric field of
the two seeds
Etot(t, τ) = E1(t) + E2(t− τ), (11)
that also depends on the delay τ between the two seed laser pulses.
The FEL electric field amplitude emitted in the first part of the radiator is directly
proportional to the bunching b(t)
EFEL(t) ∝ b(t). (12)
Note that if the FEL is operated at low dispersion B or at low seed-intensity, the argument
of the Bessel function is small and we may expand it in a Taylor series, obtaining at the
lowest order
EFEL(t, τ) ∝ Etot(t, τ)n. (13)
If instead the field and/or the dispersion are large enough to maximize the bunching
factor, the Bessel function induces a non-linear transformation of the seed amplitude as given
by Eq. 10. In a realistic scenario, also the modifications induced by the FEL amplification
process in the radiator need to be considered [24, 32]. The FEL power grows in the amplifier
as
PFEL(t, τ, z) ∝ b(t, τ)2ez/Lg (14)
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where z is the propagation direction along the radiator and Lg is the power folding gain
length [33]. The dependence of the gain length on realistic electron beam and undulator
parameters was investigated by Xie [34]. An estimate based on the Xie model in the exper-
imental conditions of FERMI, assuming a natural electron-beam energy spread of 140 keV,
provides Lg ≈ 2 m. The gain length has a strong dependence on the electron beam energy
spread: a larger energy spread corresponds to a longer gain length. The time-dependent
energy modulation caused by the seed, represents an additional energy-spread contribution,
which adds in quadrature to the natural electron-beam energy spread σE. The bunching
process itself induces therefore a time dependent growth of the gain length Lg → Lgχ(t).
An expression for this dependence was deduced from the Xie scaling relations, which in the
specific FERMI operating conditions is
χ (Lg, σE, A(t)) =
1 + 3 (4piLgσE/λu)
2 (1 + A(t)2 + 0.01A(t)4)
1 + 3 (4piLgσE/λu)
2 , (15)
where λu is the undulator magnet period. This correction affects both the gain length and
the final saturation power, which is reduced proportionally to χ−2. The FEL field at the end
of the radiator of length Lu is obtained by approximating the FEL power saturation with a
logistic function [35]. We therefore obtain
EFEL(t, τ) ∝ 1
χ(t, τ)
 12b2(t, τ)e LuLgχ(t,τ)
1 + 1
2
b2(t, τ)e
Lu
Lgχ(t,τ)
1/2 . (16)
In Fig. 4 we show a comparison between different approximations for the FEL electric field
amplitudes for the case of a single seed pulse and n = 6. For the remainder of this manuscript
we will refer to the just derived model as the ‘saturated’ case, while we refer to the model
from Sec. IIIA as the ‘unsaturated’ case.
The following equation is used for numerical calculation of the AC signals for the saturated
case:
ACsat(τ) =
∫
|EFEL(t, τ)|2dt. (17)
The results of the calculations for the unsaturated and for the saturated case, along with the
data obtained from harmonic lock-in detection are shown in Fig. 3. The seed-laser electric-
field amplitude was used as a free parameter in the calculations. In the shown calculations
the amplitude of a single seed pulse was such that maxt |A(t)| ≈ 4 (cf. black vertical line in
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Figure 4. a) Functions used to model the FEL amplitude. HGHG bunching (Eq.10, blue) and
bunching plus gain and saturation (Eq.16, red). The harmonic order is n = 6 in this graph. The
vertical black lines indicate the maximum values of A used in the simulation shown in Fig. 3 b).
Here the dashed and solid lines indicate the maximum value for A for a single seed pulse and for
the two seed pulses which interfere constructively at τ = 0, respectively.
Fig. 4). One can clearly see a broadening of the AC trace and drastic changes in amplitude
and phase compared to the non-saturated calculations in Fig. 3 a). Both effects are a direct
consequence of saturation in the harmonic generation. The calculations for the saturated
case agree well with the data. The correct amplitudes are reproduced for all orders 1ω0-6ω0.
Also the phase of the fringes is reproduced well for 1ω0-4ω0. However, for 5ω0, 6ω0 the noisy
data prevents a quantitative comparison with the calculations. Note, that calculations which
take only into account the bunching factor (cf. Eq. 12), and disregard the influence of gain
saturation have a poor agreement with the data (not shown).
The slight asymmetry in the data is attributed to inhomogeneities present in the electron
bunch used for the HGHG [36]. Here the pulse which is scanned along the electron-bunch
exhibits slightly different conditions at each position, leading to delay dependent spectrotem-
poral properties.
Note that no calibration of the phase-transfer function of the electronics (detectors, am-
plifiers, etc.) in the electronic signal pathways for S and R was performed. Frequency-
dependent phase-transfer functions can lead to an individual offset of the absolute phase of
the harmonic AC contributions. For better comparison of data and calculation we set the
fringe phase φdata(τ = 0) ≡ φcalc(τ = 0) for each harmonic in Fig. 3.
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IV. WAVE-PACKET INTERFEROMETRY IN HELIUM
In the previous section, we studied the impact of saturation on off-resonant one-photon
ionization of helium by performing fringe-resolved AC measurements. We now focus on the
resonant excitation of helium and study the impact of saturation on the WPI measurements.
Here, helium served as a two-level system and we probed the evolution of electronic wave
packets between the ground state |g〉 = |1s2〉 and the excited state |e〉 = |1s4p〉 (Fig. 5 a)).
Note that this coherence spans over 23.74 eV, corresponding to an oscillation period of only
T = h/E = 174 as. Due to the rotating-frame detection this fast oscillation is downshifted to
T ≈ 9 fs period. We tuned the FEL to the n = 5 harmonic, to be resonant to the transition.
At the same time, no other resonances overlapped with the spectrum of the FEL. The
pulse-energy was reduced to 30 nJ per pulse (using metal filters) to avoid saturation of the
transition. We used a synchronized near infrared (NIR) laser delayed by ≈ 5 ps to ionize
selectively the He atoms in the excited state, hence the measured photoproduct yields reflect
the excited state population.
We scanned the delay from -300 fs to 300 fs in 2 fs increments, averaging over 640 FEL
shots for each delay step. The time-domain interferogram obtained by fifth-harmonic lock-in
detection is shown in Fig. 5 b). Far away from the overlap region, the wave-packet signal has
constant amplitude (cf. [14]). This is consistent with the nanosecond lifetime of the 4p-state
in isolated helium atoms. As the delay is reduced to zero, the amplitude of the oscillation
decreases and only very weak oscillations remain below |τ | ≤ 60 fs. At the same time, the
FEL pulse energy, averaged over multiple Ω21-modulation periods, drops significantly due to
saturation (Fig. 5 b)). Even in the pulse-overlap region, we can still observe oscillatory WP
signals, which is surprising, considering the reduced signal amplitude by a factor of ≈ 10.
The WPI signal is generated by the interaction of two laser pulses with the helium
atom [16]. In the overlap region the atom can interact with either 5HG or SFG pulses. In
a similar way as in the AC measurement we analyze the various signal contributions using
harmonic lock-in demodulation. The obtained signals are shown in Fig. 6 a). Note that in
contrast to Fig. 5 b) we show only the amplitude of the signal as obtained from the lock-in
amplifier. In the overlap region, one would expect the 5ω0-signal to be a superposition of a
high-order (5th order) AC and the regular resonant WPI signal in helium (see also Fig. 5 b)).
However, this would not explain the transient drop in the 5ω0-signal. Furthermore, the
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Figure 5. Wave-packet interferometry in helium. a) Level scheme with all relevant transitions and
laser-pulse interactions. b) Time-domain interferogram showing the decay of the WPI signal in
the temporal overlap region (blue). Note that the fast 174 as-period quantum interferences are
downshifted to ≈ 9 fs by rotating-frame detection. The grey shaded area depicts the calculated
linear AC of the seed pulses. FEL pulse energy averaged over 640 FEL shots (red). The impact of
saturation in the overlap region is clearly visible. c) Zoom into the overlap region.
1-4ω0-signals (Fig. 6 a)) do not match with simulated AC signals either.
To understand the signal behavior we calculated the response of the helium two-level
system subject to the excitation with unsaturated and saturated FEL double-pulses. The
calculations are based on an exact numerical solution of the Schrödinger-equation by a
fourth-order Runge-Kutta integrator [37, 38]. From the calculations the excited state pop-
ulation after interaction with the FEL pulses is obtained. By imparting a phase-cycling
scheme and subsequent Fourier filtering the individual pathways are isolated.
The results of the calculations using saturated FEL pulses are shown as black solid curves
in Fig. 6 a). Alongside, the amplitude of the WPI signal as obtained from the different har-
monic demodulation channel is shown. This amplitude can be understood as the amplitude
of the oscillations seen in Figs. 3 and 5. The calculations are normalized to the amplitude
of the 5ω0 data in the region |τ | > 200 fs. The calculations reproduce the data reasonably
well, especially for the 5ω0-component, which is the most interesting signal as it contains
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information on the XUV wave-packet evolution also outside the overlap region. For the
1ω0−4ω0-components the major features of the data are reproduced with correct amplitude
and timing: two peaks at ± 150 fs and a transient decrease for smaller delay values. The
residual mismatch between data and calculation can be attributed to the simplified FEL har-
monic generation model and the fact that chirp, the finite interference contrast of the seed
pulses, and inhomogenities of the electron bunch are not included in the calculations. As a
comparison calculations are shown, which involve unsaturated FEL pulses for the interaction
with the helium (black dotted curves in Fig. 6 a)). Note that in this case the amplitude of
the 5ω0-component maintains constant amplitude in the overlap region, possibly allowing
for WPI studies also in this regime.
In Fig. 6 b) we show the results of a spectrogram analysis sliding a 25 fs FWHM Gaussian
window over the 5ω0 demodulated signal (see Fig. 5 b)) in 2 fs steps. In the overlap region
the frequency of the interferogram experiences modulations and is generally shifted to the
lower energy side of the He resonance. The frequency shift is much larger than the distance
between the resonance and the FEL carrier frequency. The same spectrogram obtained from
our calculations also shows a redshift of the spectral line of the resonance in the overlap region
whenever saturation is present (Fig. 6 c)). This can be understood by taking into account the
phase jump of the exciting FEL light which is a consequence of the saturation (for example
see the phase jump of the 5ω0-component at |τ | ≈ 90 fs in Fig. 3 b)). This phase jump in
the time domain leads to line splitting in the frequency domain. Our calculations reproduce
this effect and show that the spectral amplitude of the split peak is strongly enhanced in
the direction of the detuning from the resonance, hence resulting in a shift towards lower
energies.
In addition, the same spectrogram analysis was performed using unsaturated FEL pulses
(Fig. 6 d)). Here the WPI frequency is centered at the He resonance frequency throughout
the overlap region and no line splitting in the frequency-domain is observed. This and the
constant amplitude of the 5ω0-signal implies, that when operating the FEL below saturation
one may be able to extract WPI signals also during temporal overlap of the seed pulses.
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Figure 6. a) WPI signal amplitudes obtained for the 1ω0-5ω0-components (in color). The black
curves show the results of our calculations with saturated FEL pulses (solid black lines) and with
unsaturated pulses (dotted black lines). Spectrograms of the 5ω0-components: b) for the 5ω0-data,
c) for the calculated 5ω0-signals with saturation, d) and for the calculated 5ω0-signals without
saturation. The grey solid and dashed lines indicate the FEL photon energy and the He reso-
nance, respectively. Note that for each delay-step of the spectrogram the resulting spectrum was
normalized.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We studied the suitability of the HGHG process for XUV time-domain spectroscopy in
the regime where the seed pulses overlap temporally. To this end, high-order nonlinear
interferometric AC and WPI measurements were performed and compared to numerical
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calculations. With the help of the AC measurements it was found that the influence of
saturation in the HGHG process modifies the obtained interferograms. However, the good
agreement with the calculations indicates that these effects are predictable and that the
phase modulation imparted in the seed pulses coherently transfers onto the XUV pulses.
This shows that the coherence of the HGHG process is conserved even during temporal
overlap. By performing WPI measurements on a well understood two-level model system
the region where seed pulse interference affects the time-domain interferograms was confined
to |τ | ≤ 1.5∆t =: τcrit, where ∆t is the FWHM of the seed pulses.
The calculations indicate that τcrit is not a constant, but depends on the amount of satu-
ration inherent in the harmonic-generation process and reduces to zero as soon as the satu-
ration vanishes. Consequently, unperturbed time-domain interferograms can be obtained by
reducing the amount of saturation in the HGHG process. This would allow for unambiguous
interpretation of data and therefore may facilitate the extension of XUV time-domain spec-
troscopy techniques to the region where the seed pulses overlap. This region is of particular
interest as the resulting XUV pulses are in general shorter than the seed pulses [24] and
hence would allow to study dynamics faster than the seed pulse duration. In the WPI study
the XUV pulses were attenuated by a factor of > 1000 in order to avoid saturation of the
transition by placing metal filters behind the amplification stage. Instead one could reduce
the gain in the amplification stage, the seed laser intensity and the dispersive strength, while
still keeping sufficient pulse energy for time-domain spectroscopy studies.
Note that the applicability of our work is not limited to the HGHG process. Indeed, we
expect a similar behavior in any harmonic generation process whenever saturation comes
into play. Hence another aspect of this work is the combination of the phase-modulation
technique with table-top HHG sources. This combination is particularly interesting as the
pulse durations achieved are typically shorter than the ones in HGHG, possibly allowing
studies with sub-fs time resolution and high spectral resolution. Furthermore, time-domain
spectroscopy studies using notoriously weak XUV pulses generated in HHG setups would
greatly benefit from the enhanced sensitivity of the phase-modulation method.
Yet another application of our work is the ability to characterize the underlying harmonic
generation process using nonlinear ACs as a probe. By comparison with simulations and by
using well characterized seed pulses further information on the role of saturation, chirp and
inhomogeneities in the generation medium may be inferred from the measured nonlinear
19
interferograms.
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